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Details of Visit:

Author: trouncer
Location 2: Harrow
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 28 Jan 2012 12 noon
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 110
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: HeavensGreatestAngelGWEN
Phone: 07756011539

The Premises:

A nice, easily accessible flat with easy (free)street parking within 2 minutes' walk and an
underground station within 3 minutes walk. Access is a bit scruffy but fear not, it is discreet and the
flat is fine inside, clean and nicely furnished.

The Lady:

Gwen is just gorgeous! Although she shows her face in her profile pics, none of them does justice to
her sparkling smile and the twinkle in her eyes. In other respects her photos are accurate and give a
good impression of her lovely, slim but curvaceous body. Her English is excellent (she is Spanish)
and conversation enjoyable and easy.

The Story:

I have now seen Gwen three times and hope to see a lot of her in 2012. Physically she is perfect
(imho) and she combines this with a friendly, welcoming attitude which would be sure to put
someone new to this hobby entirely at ease. She combines this with being one of the hottest girls
I've met in nearly 40 years of punting. Just holding her beautiful body in my arms gets the session
off to a wonderful start and from there she plays you like a musical instrument and enjoys being
played in return. We started by undressing each other before stretching out on the bed for a kiss, a
cuddle and a chat, from there one thing led to another, as it does, and included all the things I was
looking for, including kissing with enough tongue content to be exciting without engaging the tonsils
in the activity! If more details are needed of the services provided, you will know where to look; if not
you can PM me.
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